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1 Bank Check XY' Co. is below. Demonstrate the records you need to update your cash account in Jedger's total by selecting the correct belo'v XY'Co answers. Banking Reconciliation Nov30,2016 Balance Bank Statement $2.01'lt; Balance Books Add: Denn.cit in Transit 600 Add: Note Receivabfe collected bin Less: Ou'ndin' eh 370 Less: Bank service
chall!es $es qlt;. /Your answer is RS correet! Debit cash $600 and ctedlt Rewnues $600. Cj Debit Bank Sen! Charge Ei'lt;pense $60 and ct edit Cesh $60. Cj Debit Cash $100 and Cfedit Note Receivables $100. The debits are various Ei'lt;pense $370 and the credit ca.sh $370. Debit note Receivables $100 and credit cas11 $100. S 1.4!,f 2 Correct answer is
shown Describe what a small money fund is by filling out the following offer. A small money fund is used for small (large/small) payments to avoid (increasing/avoiding) the time and cost of writing cheques for small (large/small) amounts.../your answer is correct! Read about 1his 3 Identify the factors that cause the bank statement balance to differ from the
balance of the depositor's book, comparing each with its definition on the right: your answer ts correct! Outstanding check!!! i Reed bout tllls c-:i Check, written by a depositor who has not yet been received by the bank to pay for the Deposit in Transit c-:i Deposit made and recorded by the depositor, but has not yet been recorded on the bank statement
NSFcheck o-c Check written by a customer who does not have enough money in his account to cover the cheque Bank fees o-c Service Charge charged by the bank 4 Determine which of the reports is corrected. if 1 Adjusted bank balance should equal the adjusted cash balance per book. The adjusted balance on the books should be equal to the balance of
money printed on the bank statement. /Your answer is correct! Read about lhls Cash balances on the bank statement should equal the balance of cash in the general book before the bank is reconciled. The book's adjusted balance rarely equals an adjusted bank balance. 5 Tape of the cash register reflected the total sales of $100, but the cash at the box
office was $105. See the statements below and determine what is right about this discrepancy. (Check everything that applies.) ...your answer is correct! L!!! j Read about 1111s if! Cash over and short account wlll be credited at $5. The sales bill will be credited at $105. Cash Over and Short Account wlll be written off for $5. k' sales bill will be credited at $100.
If! The additional $5 collected wlll is treated as a different income. If! The cash bill will be debited for $105. 6 Shown Answer Show your understanding of what bank reconciliation is by following the following sentence. Bank bank is a report a(n) ( explaining any differences between the checking (check/child/sale) account balance according to the depositor's
reports and the balance reported by the bank (income/financial/bank) statement v Your response is correct! Read about this 7 Review following statements regarding the small money fund used in the business. Choose the right one. Your answer is correct! L!! j Reed about this fund cashier will write checks for small payments such as postage, consumables
and deliveries. The check, written against the fund, is cashed at the replenishment of the fund ls. 8 Select items below that will be deducted from the balance book when you check. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! L!! Read about thlo Interest earned in the account of the depositor FL NSF customer check cleared cheques FL Monthly
Bank Fee collected by the bank for the depositor Outstanding checks H Monthly checks accrued by the bank M.41'11 9 XY' Co. decided to create a small money fund. They estimate that the fund will need $100. Demonstrate the correct log to create an account by selecting the right action from the following. Your answer is correct! Readaboutlhis Various
expenses are written off at $100. The cash is written off at $100. 10 Jackson Co. needs to replenish its small money fund. It currently contains $5 in cash and receipts for a $40 delivery and shipping costs of $49. The fund was originally created with $100. Demonstrate the log to top up your account and recognize the cash shortage by choosing the right
actions from the ones below. (Check everything that applies .)..., your amwer is correct! L!! L... Cash over and short is credited at $6. Petty Cash is written off for $95. W Deliveries are charged for $40. The cash is credited at $89. Casn is credited or $95. The liad fund of $5 left ana was originally created or $00. 10 million euros $95. The receipts are $89, so
cash over and short will be written off for $95-$89 and $6.00. Petty Cash is credited with $95. VA I 11 Determine which of the following conditions is correct with respect to the information reflected in the monthly bank statement, your answer is correct! Checks of what the company writes will be listed as loans to the bank account on the bank statement
Information about the bank statement reflects the account records of the depositor. The information in the bank statement reflects the customer's records. Deposits made by the company will be transferred as debits to the bank account in the bank statement 12 Gummy Co., purchased on June 10 at the price of an invoice of $9000 with terms of 2/10,n/30 and
paid for the goods on June 30. Illustrate the necessary records to record and pay for this purchase according to the rough method and net methods by comparing the actions on the left with the right method (Suppose the eternal inventory system V' Your Yours Correct! V' Inventory will be written off for $9,000 on June 10. IHI Gross Method V' Lost Discounts
will be written off for $180 ona:a Net Method June 30. V' Cash will be credited at $9,000 on June 30. c-:i Both method 13 Review items below and determine what will increase the monthly balance of your bank statement. Your answer is correct! Read about this service fees levied by bank cheques written during the month 14 Given the bank reconciliations
below, show that the impact on the balance of cash in the general book will selectin all the correct answers below. ISIS Co. Bank Reconciliation August 30, 2012 Bank Balance $2,005 Book Balance $2.25 (Add: Deposit in Transit 300 Add: Interest EA Med 50 Less: Outstanding Checks.:lb5 Less: NSF Check 1B' Adjusted Bank Balance $2.12C Adjusted
Balance Book $2.12C - Your Aswor COJGLT j -... Cash will have an adjusted balance of $2,120 after placing the necessary adjustments. Cash will have an adjusted balance of $1,250 after placing the necessary adjustments. Cash will be credited at $180 for NSF checks. The cash will be written off for a $300 deposit along the way. Cash will be written off at
$50 for interest earned. VA I Cash will be credited at $185 for outstanding checks. 15 The correct answer is to summarize the principle of internal control of liability by following the following sentence. Proper internal control means that the responsibility for the task (task/lack/sale) is clearly established (set/established/compensated) and assigned to one
person. V' your answer is correct! Reed on this 16 Calculate the adiusted cash balance oer book of the book'. To!! iven followin!! Information. Balance on the bank statement $600 Balance to the total cash account of the book 710 Deposit in Transit Note collected by the bank on behalf of depositoi Monthly Bank Fees Outstanding checks - your answer is
correct! $950 $990 $ ,; $750 Running Ball. $710 (not) $80-biiink cnarges $4-0, 17 Determine which of the items below will appear in the Check and Debits bank statement column and will cause a decrease in the account balance. (Check everything that applies.) V Your answer is correct! Interest paid by the bank on the bank account balance 1 NSF
Customer Check if! Monthly service fees charged by the bank 1 ATM withdrawals 1 Checks written by the account holder Deposits, made during the month 18 At the end of the month, Brown Co.'s small cash fund contains $4 cash and receipts for postage fees of $50 and shipping costs of $46. It started with $100 in the fund earlier this month. Demonstrate
an entry in a log to top up your account by selecting the right action from the ones below. Your answer is correct! Read about lhls Petty Cash written off for $96. 1 credited at $96. Petty Cash is credited with $96. Gash is written off for ' 19 Which of the following are correct as to why management uses internal control? (Check everything that applies.) Your
answer is correct! lfi Provide reliable accounting. Increase your income. Reducing the supplier's payables. H Asset Protection. We urge you to comply with the company's policy. k' Promoting effective work. 20 Correct answer is shown To determine what liquidity is by following the foilowi ng offer. Liquidity refers to the company's ability to pay its nearest
(near/long) long-term liabilities. Your answer is correct! M Read about this 21 When preparing a monthly bank reconciliation, the business follows several steps. Place the chosen steps below in the correct order of appearance. Your answer is com.ct! L!J... 1 Identify your bank statement balance, then add any deposits on the go and deduct any outstanding
checks. r No 2 Calculate adj usted bank balance. 3 Determine the balance of the company's book. 4 Add any unaccounted credit memorandums from the bank, earned interest and errors that understate the book's balance sheet. 5 Identify and list any unaccounted debit memorandums from the bank, service fees and errors exaggerating the book's balance
sheet. 6 Calculate the book's adjusted balance and compare it to an adjusted bank balance to verify equality. The question is - I 22 Internal Control Policies and Procedures have limitations that arise from many elements. Match the restriction on the left with its definition on the right....your answer is correct! L!! Read about this Human Error Human Fraud
Principle costs and benefits c-:i may occur from negligence, fatigue, wrong decision or confusion c-:i includes the intention of people to defeat internal control for personal benefit IHI dictates that the cost of internal control should not exceed their benefits 1 l ..., Internal Environmental Control e.z: I.I.IHI Management must transfer the commitment to internal
control policy 23 Match bankfng Your answer ls correct! Deposit ticket D-D Currency lists, coins and checks deposited in the account l!!! j l!md about lllls Check c-:i Document signed by the depositor instructing the bank to pay the specified amount of money Bank account c-:i Record set by the bank for customer Money Transfer Tips c-:i Explains the reason
for payment Electronic means transfer c-:i Electronic transfer of money from one side to the other 24 Brown Co. decides to increase the amount in its small money fund from 100 to 150 dollars. To show this increase in a small cash account, you would:. /Your answer is correct! 1 debit Petty cash for $50. M Read about 1hls debit Petty cash for $150. $150
cash credit. debit cash for $50. 25 Select statement which is correct as to which elements of the bank reconciliation require adjustment of log entries. Your answer is correct! Readaboutthls Only elements of bank balance sheet reconciliation require All elements of the reconciliation as bank balance and balance book require adjustments to the 26 Select
items below that will be added to the balance book on bank reconciliation. (Check everything that applies. Deposit In Transit Monthly Checks accrued by the NSF client bank check the Monthly Bank Levy fl Interest earned on the depositor's account to the note collected by the bank For the depositor 27 The correct answer is shown Explain how savers can
check for errors by filling out the following offer. Your answer is correct! Read about this 28 ABC Co. purchased the item on August 5 at a price of $1,000 invoice with terms of 2/10,n/30 and paid for the goods on August 14. Determine its entry to record this purchase and subsequent payment by both gross method and net method, comparing the action on
the left with the method on the right. (Suppose an eternal inventory system.) V Your answer is correct! V Cash will be credited at $980 on August CHI Both method 14. v Lnventoty merchandise will be written off for $980 on August 5. CHI Net rnethod v Goods Inventory will be credited to CHI Gross Method $20 on August 14. v Discounts Lost will be written
off for $20 on 1.z: I August 14. None of the 29 methods summarizes the flow of documents or steps in the voucher system, putting the following steps in the correct order of occurrence. Your answer is correct! 1 The purchase requisition is filled and placed in the voucher. 2 Ls order completed and a copy placed in the voucher. 3 The receipt report is
completed when the order arrives and is placed in the voucher. 4 The Accounting Department approves the payment of the invoice and the approval is placed in the voucher. 5 The cashier issues a check for the amount of the invoice. l'pii i 30 True or False: The acceptance report is a document described when the item is received. It contains information
about the quantity received, as well as its condition and whether it agrees with the purchase order. Y' your answer is correct! Read about this 1rrue False 31 Correct Answer showing contrast as the depositor's account is classified by the bank compared to how it is classified by the account owner by filling out the following offer. The depositor's account is a(n)
liability (responsibility/asset; expenses) in the bank's reports, but it is (n) the asset (responsibility/asset;expenses) in the account holder's accounts. Because of this, every time the account holder makes a deposit, the bank lends (debits/credits) to the account holder. Your answer is correct! M Read about ttlls 32 what is the voucher system by choosing the
correct statement below. Your answer is correct! Readaboutlhls Voucher System tracks the number of hours that each employee works per day. The voucher system controls the number of liquid assets available at any given time, so that bills can be paid when due. The voucher system monitors the number of sales made to customers who are approaching
their credit limlt. 33 Identify examples of i'lt'gt;od Internal control deslo'gt; to protect the money received in mal. (Check all of Them! apply,) The bank balance is agreed by the person (s) openlna shopping center l'wo people asstgned task OT. and present for, open'g man. ipe.5 I cashier reoords sum recelvecl In acoountln' records. N Reoordkeeper en'lt; on
the person who reconclles the bank balance do not have aooess cash. I A - 34 Correct answer is shown to determine what the voucher is by filling out the following sentence. The voucher is an internal (internal) document (or file) used to accumulate information to control (reduce/control) cash payments and ensure the correct transaction record.../Your
answer is correct! The 35 correct answer shown the invoice can be described as a detailed statement of goods prepared by the supplier (buyer/customer/supplier) that lists the customer's name, sold goods, sale prices and terms of sale. Your answer is correct! Reid on this 36 Explain how the voucher system strengthens control over cash payments by
choosing the correct statements below. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! L!! j Read about this collusion within the company improves the efficiency of the voucher system. The person issuing a cheque for the voucher payment, has evidence of what was made the obligation. +. :I The requisition of purchases in the voucher system and
the purchase order confirm that the purchase of tiles has been authorized. The voucher bill approval form checks that the invoice has been checked for errors. 37 In what introduction below explains why liquid assets are needed in business? Your answer is correct! Read about this Liquid Assets easier to protect and controt the cost of repayment of liquid
assets is sensitive to changes in interest rates. c Liquid assets should be readily available to settle short-term debts or liabilities. Liquid assets are acquired because they take longer to mature. 38 Review the statements below to determine the correct definition of the debit memorandum. Your answer is correct! The bank notifies the depositor of each increase
in the account by debit memorandum. Whenever the account holder puts money into the account, the bank issues a debit memorandum. Whenever the account balance becomes an overdraft, the bank issues a debit memorandum. Bank notifies about each deduction to the account by debit memorandum. 39 The The The annual balances in the accounts are
taken from ABC Co's year-end receivables account of $49,500 ,48,000 Net sales of $580,000 $535,000 days of sale of uncollected days of select statements below that are correct against ABC Co.'s ability to collect its receivables from customers. Your answer is correct! ABC Co. has increased the amount of time it takes to collect receivables from f rom
customers. ' F ;; 40 The correct answer is shown Describe the principle of internal control separating accounting from asset storage by executing the next sentence. The person who controls (identifies/controls/recommends) or has access to the asset should not (always/not/) keep the accounting of the asset. V' your answer is correct! Reid about this 41
Describe that account approval by choosing the correct answer below. Your answer ls correct! Approval of an invoice is a detailed statement of goods prepared by the supplier, which lists the amount of debt. The approval of the invoice is a document that the procurement department uses to order with the supplier. The approval of the invoice is finalized by
the accounting department to approve the invoice to pay for the approval of the account used to notify the persons concerned who ordered the goods received. 42 Describe the purpose of the purchase requisition by choosing the correct answer below. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Read about ttlls Buying Requises developed so
that managers can place their orders directly with suppliers without going through the procurement department. Managers are not allowed to place orders directly with suppliers; instead, they fill out a purchase of 43 Define the statement below, which describes what the uncollected ratio of days is. V Your answer is correct! Reid on this he evaluates the
company's ability to pay its debts. This is useful in assessing the liquidity of the inventory. It measures how profitable a company is when it sells its products. 44 Review the statements below to determine the correct definition of the credit memorandum. Your answer is correct! Read about the tllis memorandum. Whenever a check goes against an account, the
bank issues a credit memorandum. The bank notifies the depositor about each deduction to the account by a credit memorandum. 45 Determine which of the items below are the goals of good money management. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Readaboutlhls pay all bills immediately when received. 46 Identify the items below that
are correct statements about the similarities and differences between IFRS and U.S. GAAP regarding internal controls, as well as in accounting and cash reporting. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer ls correct! L!l! J Read about box office accounting definitions on cash similar to those of U.S. GAAP and IFRS. U. GAAP and IFRS strongly support
the procedures for controlling cash earnings and U.S. GAAP, but not IFRS, encourages the use of a bank statement to verify the accuracy of the total cash account. 3 U.S. GAAP support and IFRS increased internal control. 47 What statement describes the internal control procedure for asset insurance and the bonding of key employees? Your answer is
correct! Read about t111s Asset Insurance has a value that outweighs the risk of loss. Employee bonds and asset insurance increases the risk of loss. Employee asset and bond insurance makes it unlikely that the theft is disclosed. 48 The introduction below describes the principle of internal control of the application of technological control?.. /Your answer is
correct! The person responsible for creating technological control should not be the person who establishes technological control. Technological control of assets should be separated from custody of these assets. Technological controls, such as time clocks and cash registers, increase control efficiency. Responsibility for the transaction should be split
between two or more individuals or 49 departments to determine which of the below are correct if Petty's cash account is not replenished at the end of the reporting period. Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Read about lhis 50 Which of the statements below explains the principle of internal control of the performance of regular and
independent reviews? V Your answer is correct! L!! j Reed on Ults The use of pre-printed forms and internal documents is intended to be an independent review of transactions. The use of ldentlflcatlon personal scanners is a suitable regular and independent review. regular reviews of internal control systems are needed to ensure that procedures are
conducted. Responsibility for the task is clearly orchestrated and entrusted to one person who makes a regular review of these tasks to verify accuracy. 51 Describe the principle of internal control that separates responsibility for related transactions by selecting the right operators below. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Reed on lhls
Examples of deals with shared responsibility of placing purchase orders and paying suppliers. This principle requires duplication of work so that comparisons can be made. This principle helps to make sure that one person's work acts as a validation of another person's work on a related transaction. 52 Identify examples of good internal controls designed to



protect non-received cash flow. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Read about this Clerk who has access to the cash registry should have access to his locked in the record. 53 Follow!! Annual balances in accounts taken from BC Co's year-end receivables account $5,500 $4,000 Net Sale $58,000 $55,000 days of uncollected sales?
Days Days Calculate ABC Co. Sales Days Uncollected for V Your Yours Correct! kl 34.6days 15.06days days 26.54days 54 Which of the statements below describe the goals and principles of money management? (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Encourage quick payment of liabilities. Keep the minimum level of money needed for
work. Cash revenue plan to meet cash payments when due. Excess cash should be kept on hand to pay bills. fl Encourage quick collection of receivables. KK Money should be spent only when it is available. 55 Identify the basic internal control guidelines that should be developed to protect a company's cash by choosing the right answers below. Check
everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Readaboutthls Excess Cash should be left in the bank to maintain liquidity. 56 Determine which of the following reports accurately describes the services provided by the bank. (Check everything that applies. your answer is correct! Every bank deposit is supported by a cheque. Readaboutlhls Cash Market
Funds, U.S. Treasury Bills, Prepaid Insurance Savings Deposits, Receivables, Cashier Cashier Checks, U.S. Treasury Bills, Receivables 58 Summarize the Internal Control Procedure of Maintaining an Adequate Record by Choosing the Correct Answers Below. (Check everything that applies.)... /Your answer is correct! Read about tllls Bonding employees
reduces the risk of loss. 59 Based on the selection below, select examples of internal controls designed to control cash payments. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! Using a small monetary system. The person in charge of the purchase and receipt must be the sole person authorized to pay. 8f1 All payments must be made by checking.
Ci Only authorized persons should be allowed to sign checks. 8f1 Using the voucher system. 60 Summarize the information included on the inside and outside of the voucher by selecting the right items below. (Check everything that applies.) -./Your answer is correct! Read about this with an image of an item or supply acquired the name of the supplier to
whom the money 61 Which of the statements below explains how the technology has affected internal control systems? (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! L! J Read about thll Technologically Advanced Systems can record who made records, date and time of entry and Record. Technology can be deslgned to require the use of a
password before access to the system is granted. Technology has contributed to the growth of e-commerce, so there is a higher risk of credit card numbers being stolen; Technology Technologies Job creation and less job consolidation. 62 Describe the purpose of the purchase order by selecting the correct statement (s) below. (Check everything that
applies.) Your answer is correct! Read allouttllls Several copies of the purchase order are distributed among other departments to increase internal control over the company's purchases. Gti Purchase Order allows the supplier to deliver the ordered goods at the stated price and conditions. 1 Purchase order is a document that the procurement department
uses to order with the supplier. 63 Determine which of the statements below describes a small receipt. (Check everything that applies.) V Your answer is correct! L!! j Reed about this All small cash receipts are filed at the company's cash register at the end of each day. The small cashier must submit all the paid receipts to the cashier of the company to
replenish the fund. A small cash receipt is rarely pre-zeroed. A small cash receipt will have a signature line for the person receiving the payment from the fund. Small cash receipt is sometimes called a small cash ticket. Anyone wishing to withdraw funds from a small money fund must fill in a small cash receipt.i 64 Determine t it discounts The Lost Account
by selecting the statement below that correctly describe that account (Check everything that applies.) V Your answer is correct! L!! j Reed about thli This account alerts management when discounts are not accepted for early payment. Since the account is set up to record discounts, mjlnagemenhs warned about discounts not being accepted. G It is written off
when the discount is not taken andl when using t he gross met Hod shopping records. This is reported in the income report A It is a expense account. This is reported on the balance sheet. It is written off when the discount is not taken andl when using a pure method of recording purchases) 65 There are several reasons why a small money fund will
experience a shortage or a preponderance. Determine which of the actions below will result in a shortage or reassignment in the small money fund. (Check everything that applies.) V Your answer is correct! Read about Ulls Cashier Company slashed small cash account If I small teller couldn't get a receipt for payment. If I'm a small cashier overpaid the
amount, I'll get it. 66 Identify the principles of internal control by selecting the correct answers below. (Check everything that applies.) V' your answer is correct! Compare revenues with expenses for the same reporting period. Maintain adequate records. Insure assets. U Separate accounting from asset storage. We carry out regular and independent reviews.
We set up responsibilities. Record assets by cost and use of technological control. e.z: :F 67 How did the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) affect the internal control of companies? (Check everything that applies.) ~ The answer is correct!, l!! j Reedaboutthls SOX requires management to hire external consultants to create internal controls that will be used to protect
assets. lfl SOX requires each company's annual report to report on SOX internal controls, requires management to apply technological control whenever it comes to cash. SOX requires managers to document all internal control processes that may affect financial statements. lfl SOX requires companies to evaluate the effectiveness of their internal controls.
68 Determine when The Petty Cash fund is written off or credited by selecting the correct answer below. (Check everything that applies.) Your answer is correct! R..,d about 1hls When the account is replenished l
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